KNSX Metasys® N2 Configuration
Revision History

**Version 1.22 (3/7/2017)**
Fixed an issue with reading/writing negative values for OARLowAirTemp.

**Version 1.21 (11/5/2014)**
Fixed an issue that prevented reading many of the status bits for boilers 9 – 16.

**Version 1.20 (9/3/2014)**
1) Added Boiler### LocalOverride. Updated Objects Documentation.
2) Changed Boiler### ValveAlarm to Boiler### IRISAlarm to be consistent with other documentation. Updated Objects Documentation.
3) Changed Boiler### Blower to Boiler### BlowerOn to more accurately indicate its’ function. Updated Objects Documentation.
4) Renamed Boiler### Damper to Boiler### DamperProve1. Updated Objects Documentation.
5) Renamed Boiler### DamperProve to Boiler### DamperProve2. Updated Objects Documentation.